Food Delivery
Process
Automation

The workflow starts with the entrance of food order
task from the website
Start Point

The ingredients have to be checked to make sure if
the cooking is possible.

Filter
Check In...

The task is queued to be matched to inventory
software checking worker. The worker checks the
inventory and updates the tasks accordingly. Task
proceeds.

Queue
Inv. Sof...

If there are missing ingredients purchase order is
triggered. The trigger function is used for the action
must be taken.

The task proceeds to cooking stage. Depending on
the type of its content the task is assigned to the
right chef after being queued to match the worker
that assigns orders to chefs on the restaurant
management software s order management
module. The chef cooks the order and checks done
on the touchscreen that runs related software. The
task gets updated and proceeds.

The order is checked if it is ready to be prepared. If
possible the task proceeds to preparation flow. If
not it proceeds to purchase order entrance flow.
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Italian ...

Queue
Another step of order preparation is the checking of
the promotion code. In this lter the task s SON
attributes are checked if there is a particular promo
code regarding this order.
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Filter
The task is queued to be matched to the worker
that enters purchase orders. The purchase orders
are entered on restaurant management software.
The worker checks the inventory and updates the
tasks accordingly. Task proceeds.
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The task is queued to be assigned to the worker
that checks the restaurant s inventory software for
the related gift and updates the task whether the
gift is in stock or not.
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French C...
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Perform ...

The task is looped until the promotions inventory is
completely checked. The loops are considered to
be in cycles with minute intervals for this case
in order to make sure of the inventory errors.
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Loop
If no gift is found in stocks then the inventory
associate inserts the details on his her PDA. Then
an additional discount is added to the order via a
worker that runs the restaurant s software s order
module.
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If there is a gift it is placed on the order and the
inventory associate inserts the details as such in
the PDA.
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Give add...
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Add Gift...
Enter Or...

At this stage the logic based lter checks if the
order is ready to initiate dispatching.
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Order Re...

If either promo discount or gift and or the food
itself is missing the shift manager is noti ed via a
te t message. The loop is times until the shift
manager acknowledges the situation by pressing
on the related link on the te t.
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If the order is ready for the dispatch the task
proceeds to this lter that checks the payment type
for the order as selected by the customer on the
restaurant s food order website.
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Notify S...

Filter
Check Pa...

A worker that checks the database of the
restaurant s food order website nds and retrieves
the customer s desired payment method for the
order. Cash Credit Card
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Check Pa...

The worker that sends the related te t message to
the shift manager s smartphone. It updates the task
once the te t is sent and the response is received.
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Once the task gets updated again it proceeds to
payment tool preparation stage. The SON
attributes are checked at this lter to nd the
desired payment type.
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Payment ...

If the lter results cash the task is queued to be
assigned to the worker that sends a noti cation to
the delivery staff s PDA to take e tra cash change.
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If the lter results credit card the task is queued to
be assigned to the worker that sends a noti cation
to the delivery staff s PDA to take the POS device.
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Take POS...

After payment method preparation is taken care of
the task proceeds to be triggered to dispatch the
order. At this stage the task is assigned to the
available delivery staff.
Trigger
Dispatch...

The task is queued to match the worker that runs
on the restaurant management software s order
delivery module that sends the related details about
the content of the order payment method address
and etc. to the delivery staff s PDA. The delivery
staff is asked to con rm the correct reception of
details taking the order and taking the necessary
payment preparation. pon delivery staff s entrance
on the PDA the task gets updated.
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Send det...

The trigger is to check if the delivery is complete.
The task is checked if the payment is received.
Trigger
Delivery...
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The task is queued to match the worker that runs
on the nance software of the restaurant to check if
the order is received and updates the tasks.
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At this lter the task is checked if the payment is
received or not. If received then a rating link is sent
to customer s email address. If not the shift
manager gets noti ed using the worker mentioned
previously.
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The task is queued to match the worker that runs
on the CR system of the restaurant which sends
emails to customers with the link for them to
navigate to a browser interface where they can
input their ratings considering the delivery.
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Rating L...

At this stage the rating score is checked.
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The task is queued to match a worker that retrieves
customer s rating back to the CR system.
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Retrieve...

Once the rating is received actions are taken. If the
rating is high a thank you email is sent to the
customer. If the rating is low the customer service
representative gets a task on the CR system to
call the customer for feedback.
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Rating A...

The task is queued to match a worker that runs on
the CR system to enter an activity for customer
services representative to call the customer for
feedback regarding their low rating.
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Call Cus...

The task is queued to match a worker that runs on
the CR system to send automatic thank you
emails with previously designed templates.
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Email Th...

The task proceeds to the lter where the ratings of
the deliveries are sent to the R department.
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Rating R...

Queue
Send not...

The task is queued to match a worker that runs on
the R department software to send the ratings of
deliveries to R specialist for performance
evaluation.
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